SNAPSHOT OF CHESAPEAKE
CURRENT STATISTICS
AS OF 4/17/2020

- (147) CONFIRMED CASES
- (4) PROBABLE CASES – UNDER INVESTIGATION
- (5) INPATIENT HOSPITALIZATIONS
- (3) ON VENTILATOR
- (2) DEATHS
- CURRENTLY TRACKING (173) CONTACTS TO CONFIRMED CASES
- CURRENTLY TRACKING (207) PERSONS UNDER INVESTIGATION (PUI)

AS OF 4/17/2020, THE HAMPTON ROADS REGION HAS 1,202 CASES & 37 DEATHS

The “CASES” reflected in this Dashboard are “CONFIRMED” COVID-19 cases that were ascertain by testing.
Because testing is still limited, and many individuals only display mild symptoms or no symptoms at all, we should all strictly adhere to prescribed physical distancing guidelines and practice strict hygiene and use PPE when necessary.
- Individuals DO NOT have to be symptomatic for transmission to occur.

Click the COVID Images to Access Videos

How To Make A Face Mask
The Spread of COVID
The Biology of COVID

OPENING UP AMERICA AGAIN
Click the below picture to read about the 3 Phased Approach based on the advice of Public Health Experts.

GUIDELINES
OPENING UP AMERICA AGAIN

UPDATED INFO:
Click below to stay up-to-date with CDC & FEMA

REFERENCES

- Governor & UVA COVID Model Reporting – CLICK HERE
- Governor Extends Business Closures Until May 8TH – CLICK HERE
- CDC Recommendation for Face Masks in Public – CLICK HERE
- COVID View CDC Weekly Summary – CLICK HERE
- Virginia Receives Major Disaster Declaration from Feds – CLICK HERE
- Virginia COVID Information – CLICK HERE
- City of Chesapeake COVID-19 Information – CLICK HERE
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CLICK THE GRAPHS FOR VDH WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT